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Abstract. Network has become an integral part in people’s daily lives and work. However, there are two
key scientific issues that prevent users from using network services: Performance and Security. To address
the performance issue of network services, we proposed Cleanroom Computing Mechanism. In this
mechanism, software will be developed following the Cleanroom Programming Specifications, and will be
stored in the software warehouse. The modules of software will be streamed into users’ client devices and
servers, so as to achieve the goal of “executing while streaming”, which will significantly enhance the user
experience. We also proposed Cleanroom Security Mechanism to improve the security of network services.
Users and service providers are required to sign Cleanroom Security Agreements to ensure that only those
software agreed by both sides can execute in the users’ client devices and servers, which further builds
mutual trust between the two computational bodies. Research on Cleanroom Computing has the significant
impacts on both theoretical studies and practical applications for building efficient and secure network
services.
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